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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

As Quiet As A Mouse Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-226-5
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Edgar the elephant has a new baby sister, but he is far too
noisy and keeps waking her up! He turns to his mouse
friend, Ruby, for advice. Together they ask Mr Chedder,
the teacher at the Mouse School, to teach Edgar to be as
quiet as a mouse. At first it’s difficult, but with lots of hard
work eventually Edgar passes his Quiet Mouse Test.

Karen Owen & Evgenia Golubeva

This Activity Pack is for:
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. Edgar loved his new baby              .

mouse           sister brother

2. He tiptoed. He             . He put on his soft slippers. 

crawled   walked danced

3. Edgar followed          all the way to Mouse School.

Mum          Mabel Ruby

4. “You’ll have to pass the                           test,” said Mr Cheddar. 

Quiet Elephant   Noisy Elephant          Quiet Mouse

5. “Oh dear! I’ll never be that quiet,”                           .

Ruby thought  he thought Mum said

6. Edgar was so proud he                  his                  ...

swished / trunk  hugged / slippers told / idea
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. Mabel was small and c    te and liked sleeping.

o u i

2. “You need to be as qui    t as a mouse!”

e y a

3. “I’ve got an id    a!” said Ruby.

y e d

4. “How can an ele        ant be as quiet as a mouse?”

ff th ph

5. Edgar and his fr        nds walked and tiptoed and danced.

ea ie en

6. “Shhhh!” w        spered Edgar’s mum.

ys hi is
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Word Search

audience

elephant

mouse

noisy

party

quiet

Words:
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school

sound

tiptoe
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. sister

2. crawled

3. Ruby

4. Quiet Mouse

5. he thought

6. swished / trunk

Fill in a letter:
1. u

2. e

3. e

4. ph

5. ie

6. hi

Wordsearch:
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